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SUMMARY

During the period April 17 to 19, 1988, MPH Consulting Limited completed 
a time-domain induced polarization survey for Lacana Mining Corporation 
on the letter's Perry Lake East property in northeastern Ontario.

The purpose of the surveying was to map polarizable and/or conductive 
features and prioritize them for further evaluation.

The property is situated in the north-central third of Michaud Township. 
Inspection of the results from a regional aeromagnetic survey (OGS, 1984) 
and the apparent resistivity dataset indicates that the northern half of 
the property may be underlain by altered mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics 
(serpentinites(?)). Intermediate-to-mafic volcanics are believed to pre 
dominate elsewhere with a slightly more resistive unit possibly underly 
ing the southern margin of the grid.

The magnetic results indicate average trends of east-southeast to east 
for the underlying lithologies which is in agreement with the interpreted 
continuity of individual polarizable horizons.

The induced polarization survey delineated three polarizable features 
ranging from a single-line response to a horizon tentatively interpreted 
to be in excess of 1,000 ft. The majority of the individual anomalous 
features interpreted on all lines are of low intrinsic chargeability and 
the continuity of the horizons is open to question.

Two of the polarizable horizons are considered priority targets. The 
first priority target, Anomaly A, correlates with the inferred location 
of the contact/fault/shear separating altered ultramafics from intermedi 
ate-to-mafic volcanics.

The second priority target is a weakly polarizable horizon several 
hundred feet south of Anomaly A. Anomaly B is interpreted to reflect 
weak graphite and/or sulphide mineralization which may be associated with 
shearing in intermediate-to-mafic volcanics.



It is recommended that:
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  (i) all available geological and ground magnetic data be interpreted

I 
with the current geophysical results;

(ii) first priority targets should be tested by drilling; and

(iii) if favourable results are encountered, all second priority targets

l should be further evaluated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the period April 17 to 19, 1988, MPH Consulting Limited carried 
out a program of induced polarization surveying for Lacana Mining 
Corporation on the latter's Perry Lake East property in the Matheson area 
of northeastern Ontario.

The purpose of the surveying was to map polarizable and/or conductive 
features and determine lithological and structural aspects of the pro 
perty. Target areas for further exploration were then to be identified 
and prioritized.

The field program was carried out under the supervision of S. Bate, MPH 
Consulting Limited. Liaison with Lacana Mining Corporation was through 
Lee Barker in Toronto and Denis Villeneuve in Val d'Or whose assistance 
is gratefully acknowledged.

This report outlines the geophysical techniques employed and the instru 
mentation and field procedures used and discusses the results and inter 
pretation of the field work. Conclusions and recommendations for further 
exploration are presented pertinent to assessing the economic potential 
of the property.
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2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in the north-central third of Michaud Township 
which lies within the Larder Lake Mining Division in the District of 
Cochrane in northeastern Ontario.

The area is 24 km east of the town of Matheson and is west-southwest of 
the American Barrick McDermott Project in Harker and Holloway Townships 
(Figure 1).

The property is located in Michaud Township and consists of 5 unpatented 
mining claims. The claim numbers are as follows:

947306

947307

947308

947309

947310

Access to the property is by truck via a system of gravel roads extending 
southwards from Highway 101.
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3.0 GEOLOGY

3.l Regional Geology

3.1.1 General Geology

The property Is located in the south-central portion of the 
Abitibi Orogenic Belt of the Archean Superior Structural 
Province and is situated 22 km north of the Kirkland Lake 
precious metals mining camp. The property is due west of the 
McDermott gold deposit currently being brought into produc 
tion by American Barrick Resources Corporation.

Much of Michaud Township is blanketed with glaciofluvial sand 
and gravel deposits on the east flank of the Munro Esker, a 
major regional, north-trending feature formed during the re 
treat of the Pleistocene ice sheet in this area. Perry Lake, 
located to the northeast of the present survey area is a 
kettle lake representing infilling of a previous ice-filled 
cavity on the esker apron. The numerous sand dunes in the 
township represent fine wind-blown sand derived from the 
west-northwest prior to consolidation by vegetation.

Depths to bedrock may exceed 200 feet in the township. The 
main outcrop concentrations are in the northeast and south- 
east corner of the township.

The township is underlain by an Archean volcano-sedimentary 
sequence intruded by a number of large felsic intrusives in 
the central portion of the township. In the northern parts 
of the township, east to east-southeast trending, north- 
facing bands of metasediments, ultramafic rocks and mafic to 
felsic metavolcanics have been mapped. South-facing, east- 
northeast trending massive and pillowed flows and minor 
sediments of the Kinojevis Group and narrow mafic sills occur 
in the southern portion of the township (Jensen, 1979).
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A major east-southeast trending sill of "older" diabase has 
been mapped in the northeast corner of the township along 
highway 101 East (Satterly, 1949).

A concentration of felsic intrusives ranging in composition 
from granite, syenite, porphyries, lamprophyre and felsite 
has been mapped in the central third of the township.

Narrow, north and east-northeast trending quartz diabase 
dykes are the youngest rocks in the area and crosscut all 
other lithologies.

3.1.2 Structure

The most prominent structure is the east to east-northeast 
trending Destor-Porcupine Fault which crosses the south- 
central portion of Michaud Township. The fault dips steeply 
to the north and marks an abrupt change from south-facing 
stratigraphy (to the south) to north-facing stratigraphy (to 
the north). This change is one of the prime reasons cited as 
evidence for suggesting that a fault coincides with this zone 
of carbonated and talcose ultramafic and Mg-rich basaltic 
flows (Ferguson, 1968).

A second regional feature, the Pipestone Fault, is believed 
to be situated in the area of Highway 101. The Pipestone and 
Destor-Porcupine Faults merge near the Michaud/Garrison 
Township boundary.

Fault/shear directions interpreted or inferred with varying 
confidence from outcrop mapping and drill records include 
N70E (the Destor-Porcupine Fault), N40E, N20E, N30W 
(Satterly, 1949) and ESE.
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3.2 Property Geology

Intermediate-to-mafic volcanics with possible felsic volcanics and 
sediments are believed to underlie the property. The lithologies 
are believed to have an average east to east-southeast trend based 
on previous airborne geophysical results (OGS, 1984).

Talc-chlorite schist was intersected in a drill hole about 1,000 ft 
west of the central claims of the property (Satterly, 1949). This 
indicates that a major structural feature which presents a priority 
exploration target may extend across the property. This feature may 
be related to the Pipestone Fault or a splay from that fault as the 
property is located in the inferred southern margin of the deforma 
tion zone associated with the Pipestone Fault.

3.3 Economic Occurrences Adjacent to the Property

There are a number of economically significant gold deposits/pros 
pects in the Harker/Holloway area. Significant deposits in the 
immediate area are mainly associated with the Destor-Porcupine Fault 
or splays therefrom, iron formation in metasediments immediately to 
the south and with felsic intrusive bodies and include:

(i) American Barrick's McDermott deposit (Harker/Holloway town 
ships) with drill inferred reserves of 2,840,000 short tons 
grading 0.197 oz/t Au (The Northern Miner, May 5, 1986).

(ii) Canamax's Mattawasaga and East Zones in Holloway township. 
The East Zone has reserves published in 1987 of 578,000 tons 
grading 0.246 oz/t Au (Canadian Mines Handbook, The Northern 
Miner Press, 1986-87).

(iii) the Jonpol joint venture with Cominco, T&H Resources and 
Coastoro Resources Inc. in Garrison Township to the east. 
Recent intersections (The Nothern Miner, p. 21, January 4, 
1988) include:

l
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Hole N87-2: 0.21 oz/t Au over 24 ft between 504 ft and 528 ft.

Hole N87-17: 0.3 oz/t Au over 38 ft between 508 ft and 546 ft.
(Includes 11 ft of 0.69 oz/t Au and 9 ft of 0.78 oz/t Au.)

(iv) Noranda and Destiny Resources Ltd. on the Windjammer property 
in Michaud and Garrison Townships.

Hole WJ87-1 intersected 31.2 ft of 0.272 oz/t Au (cut) in 

hangingwall clastic sediments above iron formation south of 
the Destor-Porcupine Fault.

Hole WJ87-2 intersected 9.8 ft of 0.426 oz/t Au (cut), 3.3 ft 
of 0.147 oz/t Au and 6.6 ft of 0.318 oz/t Au. These assays 
were obtained over a total core length of 102.4 m in a zone 

of shearing and carbonate alteration associated with the 
Destor-Porcupine Fault (Destiny Resources Ltd., news release, 
November 9, 1987).

(v) Moneta Porcupine Mines Inc. have intersected several gold 
zones on their Michaud Township property. The North Zone (1) 

is associated with the Destor-Porcupine Fault. The South 
Zones (2, 3 and 4) are 3,000 ft to the south and are associa 
ted with iron formation in the metasediments. Hole 87-9, 
drilled into the South Zone, intersected 36.6 ft of 0.218 

oz/t Au, within which 10 ft assayed 0.38 oz/t Au. However, 
87-16, drilled 150 ft above hole 87-9, intersected low grade 
values only of 5 ft of 0.028 oz/t Au and 9 ft of 0.04 oz/t Au 
(The Northern Miner, p. 3, May 11, 1987).

Other significant occurrences in the area include Goldpost's Hislop 
Township deposit and the Ludgate Zone in the north-central sector of 
Michaud Township.
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Goldpost report 614,000 tons grading 0.194 oz/t Au to a maximum 
depth of 300 ft on their Hislop East Ground (The Northern Miner, p. 
15, May 23, 1988).

Falconbridge Ltd., The Coniagas Mines and Garrison Creek 
Consolidated are currently investigating the Ludgate Zone which is 
hosted by felsic intrusives identified as granite, syenite, porphyry 
and lamprophyre (Satterly, 1949). Recent intersections (The 
Northern Miner, p. 25, November 23, 1987) include:

Hole M133-02: 14.8 ft of 0.09 oz/t Au
Hole M133-03: 10 ft of 0.11 oz/t Au
Hole M133-04: 23.1 ft of 0.41 oz/t Au
Hole M133-06: 5.1 ft of 0.36 oz/t Au

3.4 Exp l o ration Models

Favourable environments for gold deposition in the region include:

(i) iron formation; 

(ii) the Destor-Porcupine Fault and the Pipestone Fault and splays
from these features; 

(iii) interflow bands of metasediments and particularly cherty
metatuffs; and 

(iv) quartz-feldspar porphyries.

Exploration models for the current property include (ii) and (iii).
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4.0 SURVEY PARAMETERS

4. l Linecutt^ing

Linecutting was contracted out by Lacana Mining Corporation.

The survey grid is oriented with a baseline trending N110E and 
extending from 12+OOE to 28+OOE on that section where the current 
field work was completed. The grid is imperial with crosslines 
established at 400 ft intervals and cut north and south of the 
baseline to maximum limits of 14+OON and 18+OOS. Stations are 
picketed at 100 ft intervals (see Figure 1).

4.2 Induced Polarization Surveys

Approximately 9.7 km (12,200 ft) of IP surveying was completed using 
a pole-dipole array. The survey parameters used were a dipole 
spacing of 200 ft and dipole separations of l to 6. The infinite 
current electrode was located approximately l km south of the 
property.

Readings were taken at 200 ft station intervals. The partial wave 
form was recorded in solid state memory for each dipole separation.

An EDA-BRGM IP6 six-channel receiver and a Huntec 7.5 kw transmitter 
were used for the surveys. The settings used were:

Transmitter: Current cycle 

Receiver : Delay time

Interval time

- 2 seconds on, 2 seconds off
- 100 msecs

- 100 msecs

Some notes on Induced Polarization are included in Appendix I and 
the specifications for the instruments are given in Appendix II.
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4.3 Personnel

The following MPH personnel were involved with this project at 
various times:

S. Bate, M.Se. 

D. Morrison 

J. Foster 

B. McLeod 

E. Hotvedt 

J. Middleton 

F. Seglenieks

Senior Geophysicist

Senior Geophysical Operator

Geophysical Operator

Technician

Technician

Technician

Technician
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5.0 DATA PRESENTATION

5.1 Induced Polarization Surveys (Pseudosections P-l to P-5, Map 1)
The measured total chargeabilities and calculated apparent resistiv 

ities are presented in standard pseudosection form at a scale of 
1:2,400 (Pseudosections P-l to P-5). The method of construction of 
these pseudosections is outlined in Appendix I.

The third (n^3) and fifth (nE5) dipole separation total chargeabil 
ity data sets are presented in contour form in Map 1.

The interpreted resistivity and chargeability features have been 

superimposed on the pseudosections as well as the plan map.
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6.0 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

6* 1 Airborne Geophysical Surveys (OGS, 198A)

The magnetic response pattern reveals that the northern half of the 

property is underlain by, and is primarily on the southern flank of, 

a broad region of high magntic susceptibility. This magnetic unit 

has an average east-southeast trend and extends westwards through 

Perry Lake and beyond.

This sector of the property is believed to be underlain by 

mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics which may be close to, or within, the 

southern margin of the deformation zone associated with the 

Pipestone Fault.

Total field magnetic amplitudes over the remainder of the property 

are much lower and are indicative of intermediate-to-mafic vol 

canics.

Faults/lineaments with both east-southeast and east trends can be 

interpreted from the magnetic response pattern.

There are no electromagnetic INPUT responses recorded on the proper 

ty. However, a number of 3 to 6-channel INPUT responses are inter 

preted coincident with the mafic-to-ultramafic(?) volcanics along 

strike both east and west of the grid indicating that conductive as 

well as polarizable responses are possible targets.

6.2 Resistivity Survey

The calculated apparent resistivity amplitudes range from 180 to 

4270 ohm-m.

Low resistivity features, which are of interest when coincident with 

or related to polarizable horizons, cannot be confidently interpret-
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ed for the following reasons. The overburden cover, believed to be 

in the order of 150 to 300 ft, is clean sand which was very dry 

during the survey period and therefore highly resistive. This is 

reflected in the apparent resistivity sections as high amplitudes in 

the order of 1,000 to 3,000 ohm-m at the first and, sometimes, 

second dipole separations. Penetration to bedrock is generally 

achieved at the third dipole separation where apparent resistivities 

vary from 200 to 1,000 ohm-m. In addition, the known variations in 

surface topography and potential variations in bedrock topography 

can give rise to what appear to be bona fide apparent resistivity 

responses by themselves.

There may be two or more lithologies underlying the grid as survey 

ed. North of the general vicinity of the baseline the apparent 

resistivity amplitudes of 200 to 300 ohm-m are the lowest recorded 

on the property and coincide with the region of high magnetic relief 

described in section 6.1. These response characteristics are indi 

cative of altered mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics such as a serpentin-

Intermediate-to-mafic volcanics are inferred to underlie the major 

ity of the remainder of the property. It is possible that a more 

resistive lithologic unit underlies the southern margin of the grid 

but the limited survey coverage of this region due to the proximity 

of the property boundary makes this interpretation tentative only.

6.3 Induced Polarization Survey

Three induced polarization anomalies have been identified and 

labelled Anomalies A to C.

The total chargeability amplitudes vary from less than zero to 25 

msecs with the majority being in the range of 5 msecs or less. Most 

of the interpreted polarizable features therefore have very low
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amplitudes associated with them. This interpretation process can be 

completed with more confidence than previously as the current 

instrumentation used in time domain induced polarization surveying 

can detect and record subtle, low amplitude responses with high 

accuracy and integrity. It should be kept in mind, however, that 

these subtle responses could very well be reflecting bedrock topo 

graphy, clay layers in the overburden or even be created by the geo 

metry of the array with respect to the topography and the resistive 

overburden.

It should be noted that, in interpreting the location of an anoma 

lous source, it is only possible to locate it within an accuracy of 

one-half a dipole separation. All anomalous locations should there 

fore be taken as being the central point of the indicated zone, plus 

or minus half a dipole separation, in this case 100 ft.

Anomaly A trends due west from the baseline on line 24+OOE to 2+OOS 

on line 20+OOE and may continue to the west where weak polarizable 

features at a depth of 200 ft below surface are interpreted with low 

confidence on lines 16+OOE and 12+OOE (see Anomaly A/B).

A moderate chargeability feature is tentatively interpreted at a 

depth of 300 ft on line 24+OOE and may, in fact, be an off-end res 

ponse of Anomaly A on line 20+OOE where a strong polarizable feature 

is interpreted at a depth of 250 ft. This is the strongest response 

recorded on the property. The continuing high amplitudes to the 

largest dipole separations indicate that the polarizable material 

continues to depth.

It should be noted that the response associated with Anomaly A on 

line 20+OOE is not classical and cannot be readily explained with 

model results. The response may, in part, be reflecting the high 

surface resistivities encountered. However, the approximate coin 

cidence of Anomaly A with a contact/fault/shear zone on the southern
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margin of an inferred altered mafic-to-ultramafic unit suggest that 

the horizon is in a region of'structural complexity. While the res 

ponse is believed to reflect a polarizable bedrock feature, this 

interpretation cannot be made with full confidence.

The very high total chargeability amplitudes cannot be wholly ex 

plained by either an increase in resistive overburden and/or survey 

geometry with respect to topography and the correlation of Anomaly A 

with magnetic and apparent resistivity features indicate that the 

chargeability responses reflect a bona fide bedrock source.

Anomaly A, interpreted to reflect variable graphitic and/or sulphide 

mineralization along strike is therefore considered a first priority 

target.

Anomaly B trends east-southeast, being located about 4+OOS on line 

28+OOE to 20+OOE and possibly continuing to lines 16+OOE and 12+OOE 

where polarizable features are interpreted with low confidence (see 

Anomaly A/B).

Anomaly B is characterized by broad low-to-moderately polarizable 

features at depths of 200 ft below surface. Total chargeability 

amplitudes are low, being generally less than twice background, and 

the responses, particularly on lines 20+OOE and 24+OOE, could be a 

result of an increase in overburden resistivities encountered and 

the orientation of the survey array with respect to the topography.

However, the continuity of Anomaly B from line to line supports the 

interpretation of a bedrock feature. If indeed a valid bedrock 

feature, Anomaly B is interpreted as reflecting weak graphite and/or 

sulphide mineralization possibly associated with a fault/shear zone 

in intermediate-to-mafic volcanics.
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Anomaly, A/B is interpreted at 5+OOS on line 16+OOE and 6+50S on line 
12+OOE. On both lines the responses are poorly defined and of low 
amplitude. On line 16+OOE particularly, the elevated total charge 
ability amplitudes can be largely attributed to lateral variations 
in the high resistivity overburden and the geometry of the survey 
array.

However, Anomaly A/B is along strike from Anomalies A and B and is 
therefore tentatively interpreted as reflecting weak graphitic and/ 
or sulphide mineralization. No further evaluation of Anomaly A/B is 
recommended at this time.

Anomaly C reflects an area of weak polarizability which has not been 
fully surveyed due to the proximity of the northern property bound 
ary. The causal source is tentatively interpreted to be at a depth 
of 150 ft and at 7+50N on line 28+OOE within what are inferred to be 
altered mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics.

Anomaly C may be reflecting either a discrete polarizable feature or 
a separate lithologic unit of higher intrinsic chargeability. No 
further evaluation of Anomaly C is recommended at this time.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND'RECOMMENDATIONS

The resistivity/induced polarization surveys successfully delinated a 
number of discrete features which provide information on the underlying 
lithologies and structural features. Correlation is noted between the 
east and east-southeast trends of the polarizable horizons and the gener 
al lithologic/structural trends which can be inferred from the airborne 
magnetic response pattern (OGS, 1984).

The apparent resistivity pseudosections indicate two and possibly three 
different lithologies underlying the property. A unit of low intrinsic 
resistivity predominates .north of the baseline and correlates with a 
region of higher magnetic activity as identified by a regional airborne 
survey (OGS, 1984). This geophysical signature is inferred to reflect 
altered mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics, possibly serpentinites(?), near 
the southern margin of the deformation zone associated with the Pipestone 
Fault.

Moderately resistive intermediate-to-mafic volcanics persist south of the 
baseline. It is possible that a more resistive lithologic unit underlies 
the southern margin of the grid but the limited survey coverage and lack 
of any correlating geophysical results makes this interpretation tenta 
tive only.

No discrete low resistivity bedrock features could be interpreted with 
confidence from the dataset.

A total of three polarizable features, labelled Anomalies A to C, were 
identified from the induced polarization data with varying confidence and 
continuity along strike.

Anomaly A is situated near and possibly associated with the inferred 
contact/fault/shear between intermediate-to-mafic volcanics to the south
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and altered (?) mafic-to-ultramafic volcanics to the north. The anomaly 
is interpreted with confidence on line 20+OOE, where the non-classical 
response character of a strongly polarizable feature is believed to 
derive partly from the apparent structural and electrical complexity of 
the immediate area. The horizon extends east and west where moderate to 
weakly polarizable features are interpreted with less confidence.

Anomaly A is interpreted to reflect varying graphite and/or sulphide 
mineralization along its length.

AnomajLy B is believed to be located wholly within the intermediate-to- 
mafic volcanics several hundred feet south of the baseline and Anomaly A. 
The anomaly may be associated with a fault/shear zone although no 
supporting evidence can be derived from the apparent resistivity data.

The low total chargeability amplitudes indicate weak graphite(?) and/or 
sulphide mineralization and the responses, which are slightly nebulous 
and suspect in character, would not normally be identified as a priority 
target. However, the horizon is interpreted on three consecutive lines 
and may extend further west and the airborne magnetic response pattern 
supports the average trend of east-southeast for Anomaly B.

From the explo ra t ion mo dels defined in Section 3.4 priority targets have 
been identified related to either the Pipestone Fault and splays there 
from or zones of weakness within intermediate to mafic volcanics.

Anomaly A is considered a first priority target on line 20+OOE. Anomaly 
B could also be tested on this line by a sufficiently long drill hole.

Anomaly B is rated a se c o nd priori ty target and further evaluation of 
this feature should be dependent on the results obtained in investigating 
Anomaly A. There is little to choose between the responses on lines 
20+OOE to 28+OOE, but the response on line 28+OOE has the best character.
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The remaining polarizable features are not considered to warrant further 
evaluation given the current geological understanding of the property.

As a result of the above conclusions it is recommended that:

(i) all available geological information be integrated with the 
geophysical results and, if ground magnetic data is available, 
verification of the trend of individual polarizable horizons, any 
magnetic correlation and indications of structural events should 
be investigated; 

(ii) if the target prioritization remains unchanged, the first priority
target should be tested by diamond drilling; and

(iii) dependent on previous results and the geologist's recommendations, 
the second priority target should then be evaluated by diamond 
drilling.

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario Simon J. Bate, M.Se. 
July, 1988 Senior Geophysicist
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INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY SURVEYS

General

Induced Polarization (IP)/resistivity surveys are commonly conducted in 

the time domain and frequency domain, and less frequently, as spectral or 

complex resistivity measurements. There are a variety of geometrical 

arrays that can be employed.

The following discussion sets out in some detail the principles and pro 

cedures of the IP method as related to the present surveys.

Time Domain Method

As shown in Figure l, in the time domain a modified, square-wave current 

consisting of "on/off/on/off" cycles of equal duration is transmitted 

into the ground through a pair of electrodes (current dipole). The 

primary (Vp) and secondary (Vs ) voltages generated in the ground are 

measured at another pair of electrodes (potential dipole). The 'primary 

voltage, measured during the "on" current cycles, is a function of the 

electrical resistivity of the ground. The secondary voltage, measured 

during "off" current cycles, is the IP effect which reflects the amount 

of polarizable minerals, such as metallic sulphides, graphite, etc., in 

the ground.

The apparent resistivity of the ground is not directly measured, but is 

obtained by a mathematical formula utilizing the primary voltage value, 

the current output from the transmitter at the same instant and a geo 

metrical constant dependent on the array type being used:

VD x aF

where: ^ a E apparent resistivity in ohm-meters 

Vp e primary voltage (volts) 

I * transmitted current (amps) 

a ** e lectrode spacing in meters 

F e geometrical factor depending on the electrode array used.
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The Huntec Mk IV system measures the secondary voltage or IP effect at 10 

time intervals of equal width. The width of the time window (Tp) and the 

length of the delay (Td) between the start of an "off" cycle and the 

beginning of the IP measurement are adjustable to suit the conditions of 

the survey. The IP effect was recorded for each of five Individual time 

windows (Mj, M3, M5, M7 and Mg) and for .the total decay voltage 

(Mj). The secondary voltage divided by the primary voltage yields the 

parameter chargeability in milliseconds.

The decay curve constructed from the ten chargeability observations is-* 

generally in the form of an exponential decay curve. It frequently can 

be split into two portions - an early fast decay portion and a later slow 

decay portion. The fast decay portion is generally due to Inductive 

effects, while the later slow decay predominantly reflects true polariza 

tion effects. In theory chargeability is the value of the slow decay 

extrapolated backwards to the instant of transmitter shut-off.

Frequency Domain Method

Induced Polarization measurements in the frequency domain involve trans 

mitting a sinusoidal or square wave current at varying frequencies, typi 

cally a decade apart, as seen in Figure 2. Generally, only the 'dipole- 

dipole or pole-dipole arrays are used in the frequency domain, to avoid 

EM coupling problems.

As in the time-domain, the apparent resistivity value of the ground is 

calculated by a mathematical formula utilizing the voltage measured at 

the potential electrodes, the current output from the transmitter at the 

same instant, and a geometrical constant dependent on the array type 

being used and the dipole separation 'n 1 (Figure 2). The voltage 

measured at the high frequency is generally used to calculate the 

apparent resistivity.

For a constant transmitting current, the voltage between the potential 

electrodes (and hence the apparent resistivity) increases as frequency
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decreases. The frequency domain IP method is based on this phenomenon, 

called the Frequency Effect, which is defined as follows:

v w P l -Ph/i FE m \^ \.n x 1 0()

where (O j is apparent resistivity at low frequency 

o h is apparent resistivity at high frequency

A third parameter which can be calculated from this data is the 

(apparent) Metal Factor (MF), defined as:

ea

where ^.a is the apparent resistivity of the ground measured at that 

station.

The idea behind the metal factor is to compensate more or less for the 

following effect: disseminated mineralization in a high resistivity rock 

gives rise to a much larger PFE than the same mineralization in a lower 

resistivity rock. This occur because the current paths through the 

barren, non-polarizable rock are actually in parallel with the current 

paths through the conductive particles. In cases such as this, the metal 
factor will accentuate the response and location of the mineralized 

zones. However, non-significant MF anomalies can be created by this 
calculation when the PFE is very low but the apparent resistivity varies, 

such as over conductive overburden.

Example; Suppose PFE B D.1% and the apparent resistivities varied from 
A,000 ohm meters to 100 ohm meters. The metal factor would increase from 

0.25 to 1.0, thus creating an apparently anomalous situation.

In some areas, the metal factor is a very useful quantity. However, it 

should never be viewed in isolation since it is dependent upon two 

measured quantities.
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Survey Arrays
A number of different arrays are available for carrying out IP measure 
ments. The ones generally used in mineral exploration are the dipole-
dipole, pole-dipole and the gradient array, shown graphically in Figure
3, and described further below.

(1) Dipole-Dipole Array
This array is one of the most commonly used arrays in IP and is the
only one used with time-domain, frequency-domain and spectral sur-

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

veys.

The system employs four moving electrodes with a layout as shown
Figure 3. The two current electrodes C\ and C2 and the

in
two

potential or measuring electrodes Pj and ? 2 h ave the same separ 
ation, called the 'a' spacing. The interval between the current
potential pair is generally some fixed multiple 'n' of this
spacing. Measurements with the dipole-dipole array are plotted
the mid-point of the array.

and
'a*

at

As the 'n 1 value is increased, (I.e., as the current and potential
dipoles are moved farther and farther apart), this has the effect of
increasing the depth of exploration. While this is typically quoted
as being one half of the total array length, actual depth of explor 
ation is strongly dependent on the distribution of resistivity in
the ground and is often much less than half the array length, par-

1

1

1

1

1

1

ticularly if conductive overburden is present.

Advantages

1. The system has low Inductive coupling because the current
wires and reading wires can be kept separated.

2. Anomalies are symmetrical.
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3. Sensitivity and resolution are good where 'a 1 and 'n 1 are 

chosen appropriately relative to the target dimensions and 

depth.

Disadvantages

1. Operations can be slow since all four electrodes are moved 

along the survey line.

2. Electrical contact can be especially difficult in areas 

with highly resistive surficial materials, such as dry 

sand, permafrost or exposed bedrock.

3. Primary (Vp ) and secondary (Vs ) voltages are lower than 

with other arrays which can cause measurement difficulties 

and lack of penetration in areas of high surface conduc 

tivity.

(2) Pole-Dipole Array

The pole-dipole (or three electrode) array is frequently used, most 

often in the time-domain.

Electrodes Cj and Pi~P2 oove along the survey line. While 

C2, the remote current electrode, can be anywhere in the area 

provided it is at a large distance from the station being measured 

(In highly conductive ground the actual location of 62 may be 

critical as current paths may be adversely distorted). The separa 

tion between Cj and Pi?2 can be Increased, usually at integral 

intervals, to achieve varying depths of exploration. Readings are 

plotted in several conventions between the potential dipole and the 

active (moving) current electrode.
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Advantages

1. Faster than the double-dipole array since only three elec 

trodes are moved.

2. In areas of bad contact, i.e. dry, frozen or outcrop areas, 

it is easier to use than dipole-dipole since only one 

current electrode has to be moved.

3. Better depth of exploration than the double-dipole array.

4. Fairly sensitive and fairly good resolution.

Disadvantages

1. Yields asymmetrical anomalies with the anomaly peak seldom 

directly over the polarizable source. The anomaly shape is 

dependent on the direction of C2*

2. More wire is needed because of the array length; this leads 

to logistical problems (moose, rabbits, etc.)*

3. EM coupling is higher than with the dipole-dipole array.

Gradient Array

In the gradient array, normally only run in the time domain, two 

current electrodes are placed a large, fixed distance 'D 1 apart. 

The potential electrode pair are held at a constant separation 'a' 

and move along survey lines parallel to the line joining Cj and 

C2- The separation between PI and ?2 is not rigidly specified 

but should not be greater than D/10. Greater resolution is attained 

with a shorter 'a' spacing, but at the cost of lower primary and 

secondary voltages.
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Generally, survey coverage Is restricted tp an area comprising the 

middle 1/3 of 0^2* ^e measurement is plotted at the midpoint 

of the potential dipole.

Advantages

1. Depth of exploration is good whilst retaining high resolu 

tion for small bodies; least susceptible to the masking 

effect of conductive overburden.

2. Production is fast since only two electrodes are moved; two 

or more receivers can be used simultaneously.

3. Less hazardous since current electrodes are not handled in 

moving stations.

A. Least affected by topographic variations.

5. Useful in areas of high resistivity or in frozen terrain, 

since fixed current electrodes can be located where elec 

trical contact is good, or carefully built to achieve good 

contact.

6. Can indicate dip of simple targets.

Disadvantages

1. Not practical where long profiles are desired or where 

survey lines are a long way apart.

2. Low Vp and Vs make the method difficult to impossible 

in areas of high conductivity.

3. High inductive effect is created by large current dipole.
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TABLE l 

Summary of Array Performance

Dipole- Pole-

Characteristlc dipole dipole Gradient

Magnitude of response B A C

Dip of source C - C A

Overburden penetration B A A

Recognition of overburden
irregularities AB B

Freedom from interference
of overburden irregularities B A C

Horizontal resolution and
location B C A

Depth of Detection BAD 

Depth: Interpretability A BC
Freedom from inductive

coupling, layered earth A B.... C
Freedom from inductive 

coupling, finite Inhomo- 
geneties A B D
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4. Narrow conductive bodies in conducting environment can 

sometimes produce false resistivity highs.

5. Not readily amenable to detailed interpretation as to depth 

of source.

The relative performance of the different arrays in terms of various 

survey and target parameters is summarized in Table 1.

Presentation

Induced Polarization/resistivity data taken with a multi-spaced 

dipole-dipole array are generally plotted as pseudosections with 

each measurement plotted at the intersection of a 45 C diagonal drawn 

from the center of the transmitting and receiving dipoles for each 

value of the separation, as seen in Figure 4. Plotting in this man 

ner builds up a vertical section of data points. The term pseudo- 

section is used because the plotted depth does not represent the 

actual depth of exploration for that measurement. This actual depth 

depends on the electrical properties of the ground.

The data presented in the pseudosections is typically contoured at 

semi-logarithm! c intervals ... 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 

... rather than at linear intervals because of the large range in 

the recorded data.

Data taken with a multi-spaced pole-dipole array are also typically 

plotted in pseudosection form, with the active (moving) current 

electrode and the midpoint of the potential dipole utilized to form 

the 45 0 diagonals.

Note that data taken with several different dipole lengths may be 

combined and plotted as a composite pseudosection, thereby display 

ing both shallow and deep anomalies simultaneously. Where overlapp-
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ing data points are less than fully consistent, contouring (and 
interpretation) favours the values taken with the shorter dipole.

For the gradient array, resistivity and chargeability values are 
plotted as profiles at the mid-point of the potential dipole, as 
shown in Figure 3.

Interpretation
Multi-spaced dipole-dipole (or pole-dipole) data enable delineation 
of the location, depth and properties of a resistivity or charge 
ability anomaly. Just as the pseudosection plot is not a true depth 
section, it is also important to bear in mind that the values recor 

ded and plotted are apparent resistivity and chargeability, which 
are the actual resistivity and chargeability of the ground only if 
the earth is homogeneous. In the all-important cases of narrow 
and/or deep targets, the recorded (apparent) values may bear only a 

slight indication of the intrinsic values of the target. It is a 
critical part of the interpretive process to estimate the intrinsic 
resistivity and chargeability of the causative sources from the 
apparent values, in addition to determining the geometry and loca 

tion of the source.

With the gradient array, interpretablllty as to depth and intrinsic 
properties-is reduced, although repeat surveys with several differ 
ent dipole lengths can give some qualitative indication of depth.

Additional Remarks
The detectability of a conductive and/or polarizable body with IP is 
a function of its size and intrinsic electrical properties vis-a-vis 
the size and type of electrode array. Hence, targets that are very 
small or deep (relative to the scale of the electrode array) may be
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undetectable. Consequently, multiple coverage with several differ 

ent arrays may be required to define shallow, narrow sources and to 

detect larger targets at depth.

Since IP and resistivity are techniques that reflect the averaged 

response of a volume of rock, resolution is a function of the array 

type and size. Typically, with the dipole-dipole array, two conduc 

tors or two polarizable sources separated by less than a dipole 

length cannot be resolved as individual responses.

Geologic sources that yield low resistivities are fairly numerous 

and include: connected zones of sulphides and graphite; clays and 

other water-saturated unconsolidated materials; intense hydrothermal 

alteration; and fault gouge.

Sources of IP anomalies are more restricted. .They include: most 

metallic sulphides, graphite, some oxides and to a lesser extent, 

clays and zeolites. Under favourable conditions, targets or forma 

tions containing a few tenths of a per cent sulphides are detecta 

ble.

Finally, polarizable targets that are very highly resistive or very 

conductive may yield nil or negligible IP responses. In the former 

case, no current can flow through the rock mass. In the latter 

case, the conductor acts as a dead short, so that virtually no 

secondary decay voltage is observed.

Despite the complexity of survey procedures and interpretation, IP 

has demonstrated excellent effectiveness in exploration for various 

types of sulphide-bearing ore deposits in the 30 years since its 

original implementation. More recently, following the discovery of 

the Hemlo gold deposits, increasing use has been made of IP in 

exploration for gold.
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DESCRIPTION
The HUNTEC M-4 7.5 kVV Induced Polarization 
transmitter is designed for time domain, frequency 
domain (PFE) and complex resistivity applications. 
The unit converts primary 400 Hz ac power from 
an engine-alternator set to a regulated de output 
current, set by the operator. Current regulation 
eliminates output waveform distortion due to elec 
trode polarization effects. It is achieved in the trans 
mitter by varying the alternator field currents. The 
transmitter is equipped with dummy loadsto smooth 
out generator load variations.

FEATURES
Solid-state switching for long life and precise timing.
Open circuit during the "off" time ensures no
counter current flow.
Resistance measurement for load matching.
Precision crystal controlled timing.
Failsafe operation protects against short-circuit
and overvoltage.
Automatic regulation of output current eliminates 
errors due to changing polarization potential and 
load resistance.

M-4 SERIES

Induced 
Polarization/ 
Resistivity 
7.5 kW 
Transmitter

SPECIFICATIONS

M-4 7.5 kW Transmitter
A) Power input:

B) Output:

C) Current regulation;

D) Output frequency:

E) Frequency 
accuracy: 

F) Output duty cycle:

C) Output current
meter: 

H) Ground resistance
meter:

l) Input voltage
meter:

l) Dummy load: 
K) Temperature range: 
L) Size: 
M) Weight:

96   144 V line to neutral 3 phase, 
400 Hz (from H untec generator set)
Voltage: 100 - 3200 V de in 10 steps 
Current: 0.4   16 A regulated * *
Less than  0.1 "k change for  101o
load change
0.0625 Hz to 1 Hz (time domain,
complex resistivity)
0.0625 Hz to 4 Hz (frequency domain)
selectable on front panel

 50ppm-300Cto-H60"C
0.5 to 0.9375 in increments of 0.0625
(time domain)
0.9375 (complex resistivity)
0.75 (frequency domain)

Two ranges: 0-10 A and 0-20 A 

Two ranges: 0-10 kQ, 0-100 kQ

0-150 V
Two levels: 2 kW and 6 kW
-340Cto4500C
53 cm x 43 cm x 43 cm
50kg

"smaller currents are obtainable, but outside the current regulation 
range the transmitter voltage Is regulated, not the current.

huntec
(70) LIMITED

2i HOVVDEM R OAD, 
SCARBOROUGH, 
ONTARIO. CA\AI) \ 
MIRSAf,
PHONE in, rii-Bin-;
Tt I f X Ofi-S(i.l(i4ll 

- H UNTOR '
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ALTERNATOR

SPECIFICATIONS

M-4 7.5 kW Engine Driven Alternator
Output: 
Engine:

Fuel:

Alternator:

Construction:

Size: 
Weight:

120 Vac 400 Hz 3 phase 18 kVA Maximum
15 kW air cooled twin cylinder four cycle 
piston engine with electric start
Regular grade gasoline, tank capacity 
14 L to give 2 h duration
Star connected aircraft type, belt driven, 
forced air cooled
Tubular protective carrying frame with 
resiliency mounted engine and alternator
79 cm x 79 cm x 102 cm 
205 kg



Major Benefits
Six Dipoles Simultaneously Measured
Ten Windows Available
Choice of Arithmetic or Logarithmic Window Width
Programmable Arithmetic Window Width
High Input Voltage
Weighs Only 8.5 kg.
User Friendly
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The IP-6 is a time domain induced 
polarization receiver that 
simultaneously measures, calcu 
lates and records electrical field 
data from six dipoles to signifi 
cantly improve survey production.
The induced polarization (IP) 
technique is commonly used in 
precious and base metal explor 
ation, especially for those occur 
rences described as disseminated 
sulphides, such as porphyry copper 
and carbonate-hosted deposits. 
More recently, IP is increasingly 
used in a variety of exploration 
applications including massive 
sulphide, groundwater, geo 
thermal and structural studies.
The IP-6 system was designed and 
is manufactured under a license 
from BRGM instruments of 
Orleans, France.

Features
The IP-6 Six Dipole Time Domain 
Receiver, packaged in an impact- 
resistant and weather-proof case, 
features:
* A two-line, 40-character alpha 

numeric liquid crystal display 
and simplified 15-key keyboard 
to enable operator interaction 
with the system
A standard heater to enable the 
operator to use the liquid 
crystal display at temperatures 
as low as -400 C
Input protection against trans 
ient overvoltages and surges
Stacking of up to 999 cycles
A running average of the volt 
age and chargeability status
Decimal chargeabilities (to one 
decimal place) for each 
individual window and total of 
all windows

Grounding resistance measure 
ments for all dipoles
Automatic compensation of self 
potential, telluric drift and 
electrode polarization
An automatic synchronization 
reference with the transmitter 
at the end of each cycle to pre 
vent drifting
An automatic battery check 
before each measurement

Major Benefits
* Six Dipoles Simultaneously 

Measured
The IP-6 measures up to six 
dipoles simultaneously. Produc 
tivity is increased through a 
fully automatic measuring 
process, i.e.:
-self test and calibration
-auto-synchronization and re- 

synchronization at each cycle
- continuous tracking of SP 

including linear drift 
correction

-automatic primary voltage 
ranging and gain selection

-digital stacking for noise 
reduction

Ten Windows Available
The IP-6 measures the decay 
curve in 10 separate window 
widths providing the 
geophysicist with a variety of 
parameters recorded in 
memory for each reading. 
These are:
-decimal chargeability for each 

of the windows measured
-cumulative average of the 

total decimalized chargeability 
over all windows measured

mode 1
HMt tit

'h 'Mi i h i h ho -r-* i

mode 2

mode 3

mode 4

Figure 1: IP-6 four sampling modes
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and its standard deviation
-type of decay curve measured
-primary voltage and its 

standard deviation
-current intensity
-self potential
-apparent resistivity
-electrode array parameter
-number of cycles
-contact resistance for each 

electrode
-injection time
-channel (dipole) measured
-line number
-station number of one current 

electrode
-station number of each

I potential electrode
-dipole length
- programmable delay time
-programmable window width

During the measurement cycle, 
the IP-6 displays for any one 
dipole selected by the operator 
the:
-primary voltage
-running or cumulative average 

of the total true or normalized 
chargeability value

-number of cycles
-dipole being measured
-standard deviation of the 

primary voltage or total 
chargeability

I The operator can monitor any 
dipole during the measurement
cycle.
The IP-6 also displays during the 
measurement cycle the:
-six total chargeabilities of the 

six dipoles at the same time. 
These values are still displayed 
even when the primary 
voltage is less than 1 mV

-six standard deviations of the 
total cumulative chargeability 
for all six dipoles simul 
taneously

Choice of Arithmetic or 
Logarithmic Window 
Width
The operator can choose 
between arithmetic or 
logarithmic chargeability 
window widths. In the IP-6, there 
is a choice between four IP 
decay curve analysis modes. 
These are:

. Mode 1: Fixed delay time and . 
10 arithmetic window 
widths.

Mode 2: Programmable delay 
time and width for 
10 arithmetic windows.

Mode 3: Fixed delay time and 
10 logarithmic window 
widths.

Mode 4: Fixed delay time and 
fixed 3 to 6 logarithmic 
window widths de 
pending on the trans 
mitter's injection time.

This last mode is offered to 
provide compatibility with data 
recorded by the IP-2 Two Dipole 
Time Domain IP Receiver.

* Programmable Arithmetic 
Window Width
IP-6 operators can program the 
width of the arithmetic 
windows. The window width can 
be programmed to a minimum 
interval of 10ms, in 10ms 
increments.
Delay time also is programmable 
with a minimum 10 ms delay 
period, in 10 ms increments.

* High input voltage
An input voltage of 8 volts can 
be read on the IP-6 first dipole. 
This capability prevents the 
receiver from being saturated in 
highly resistive terrain.

The IP-6 can be used with 
variable input voltages. The 
standard setting is a 8 volt 
maximum input voltage per 
dipole as long as the sum of 
voltages from the second to the 
sixth dipole does not surpass 
12 volts.

weighs Only 8.5 kg.
Weighing only 8.5 kg., the IP-6 is 
lighter and smaller than other 
six dipole IP receivers. Its 
portability increases the speed 
of surveys, especially in difficult 
terrain conditions, and thereby 
contributes to improved 
productivity.

User Friendly
A powerful 32-bit micro 
processor controls the 
simplified keypad, large 
descriptive LCD display and the 
fully automatic measuring pro 
cess and greatly facilitates inter 
action between the operator 
and the IP receiver.

Other Benefits
* compatible with Most 

Time Domain Transmitters
The IP-6 may be used with any 
time domain waveform trans 
mitter with a pulse duration of 
one, two, four or eight seconds 
and a crystal timing stability of 
100ppm.
The microprocessor-controlled 
auto-synchronization and re-syn 
chronization process of the 
receiver with the transmitter is 
performed for each cycle 
through the measured signal 
itself. This permits accurate
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Figure 2: IP-6 results from a Lacana Mining corporation property held under option 
from Asarco Exploration near Matheson, Ontario, Data was collected by MPH 
Consulting Limited.

resistivity and time domain IP 
measurements without any link 
with the transmitter, as any 
drift in timing is corrected prior 
to each reading.
The synchronization feature 
also permits more rugged 
handling of the instrument as 
well as increased reliability over 
more elaborate crystal oscillator 
based systems.
The IP-6 ability to synchronize 
with an external transmitter at 
a primary voltage level as low as 
40 microvolts can satisfy survey 
requirements in extremely low 
resistivity ground.

Solid State Memory
The IP-6 uses solid state 
memory instead of conven 
tional cassette recorders 
avoiding their inherent electrical 
and mechanical reliability prob 
lems.
The IP-6 can record and output 
up to 1800 sets of readings. 
Each set of readings includes 
the:
-decimal chargeability for each 

of the windows measured
-cumulative average of the 

total decimalized chargeability 
over all windows measured 
and its standard deviation

-type of decay curve measured
-primary voltage and its 

standard deviation
-current intensity
-self potential
-apparent resistivity
-contact resistance for each 

electrode
-electrode array parameter
-number of cycles
- injection time
-channel (dipole) measured
-line number
-station number of one current 

electrode
-station number of each 

potential electrode
-dipole length
- programmable delay time
- programmable window width
The operator can choose 
between storing all dipoles 
measured or only those 
selected.

* Automatically Calculates 
Apparent Resistivity
The IP-6 automatically calculates 
and displays the apparent 
resistivity in ohm-meters for 
one of the following sounding 
and/or profiling electrode 
arrays:
- Dipole-dipole
-Schlumberger
-Wenner
-Gradient
-Pole-dipole
- Pole-pole
The selection of arrays offered 
allows the operator survey 
versatility depending on the 
type and depth of the target. 
The IP-6 automatically calculates 
the apparent resistivity by using 
the geometry of that chosen 
array, its electrode separation, 
the amount of current trans 
mitted and the amount of 
voltage measured.



Programmable 
Parameters
A number of additional 
parameters can be pro 
grammed, these are:
-the ability to calculate the 

apparent resistivity in ohm- 
meters even if the survey grid 
is in imperial units (feet). Being 
able to use both metric and 
imperial survey grids satisfy 
survey standards anywhere in 
the world.

-while stacking, the IP-6 can be 
programmed to display the 
running average or the 
cumulative average of the 
total chargeability value.

-the normalized chargeability 
values, in fixed window modes, 
can be displayed instead of 
true values. This normalization 
refers to a standard decay 
curve, and allows the operator 
to ascertain the shape of the 
decay curve whereas the true 
values better show minute 
changes between chargeability 
values. The normalization also 
takes into account the in 
jection time, which makes the 
data obtained with different 
injection times comparable.

-the operator can synchronize 
the IP-6 with the transmitter 
through any of the six dipoles. 
Depending on the array used, 
the proximity between the 
transmitter and receiver and 
cultural noise present, this 
capability is especially 
important when synchron 
ization with the strongest 
dipole (usually dipole 1) is not 
always possible.

Faster Data Transmission
The speed at which stored data 
can be transferred to the 
computer can also improve 
survey productivity. The 19,200 
baud rate of the IP-6 enables 
the operator to transfer data 
many times faster than most 
available IP receivers.

Computer compatible
Data can be transferred directly 
into most computers or 
recorders through the RS-232C 
Serial I/O interface. Data can also 
be transmitted directly into a 
compatible printer. This 
capability facilitates quick field 
evaluation of the results 
obtained.

Software Programs 
Available
For easier IP data interpretation, 
EDA offers easy-to-use software 
programs to enable the 
operator to process, plot and 
contour IP field data collected 
by the IP-6 into pseudo-section 
format. These programs can be 
used with IBM PC and compat 
ible computers.

Improved Correction For 
self Potential
Self potential (SP) is the 
naturally occurring DC voltage 
difference present in the 
ground. The IP-6 uses both zero 
and first order correction tech 
niques to automatically com 
pensate for steady voltage and

linear drift, often encountered 
in more complex SP responses 
as well as in low frequency 
telluric noise conditions. This 
allows for more accurate 
chargeability measurements 
under many varied operating 
conditions.

Signal Averaging
The IP-6 automatically averages 
voltages and chargeabilities up 
to a maximum of 999 cycles. 
The signal stacking and averag 
ing improves data quality, 
especially in low resistivity envi 
ronments and in low signal-to- 
noise conditions.

Grounding Resistance 
Check
The IP-6 monitors and stores 
the resistance of each of the 
electrodes, by using a separate 
grounding plug, allowing the 
operator to quickly identify any 
poorly grounded receiving elec 
trode or broken wire.

Self Test Software
The operating software of the 
IP-6 includes a set of messages 
to immediately warn the 
operator of any procedural 
errors.

Computer Control
The IP-6 can be programmed 
and operated by a micro 
computer through a serial inter 
face link. This option offers flex 
ibility in survey logistics.



Specifications
Dipoles... .............. ....... Six simultaneous input dipoles.
Input Voltage (Vp) Range .......... Standard: — 8 volt maximum for each dipole

— maximum sum of 12 volts from the
second to the sixth dipole. 

Additional Setting.-
— attenuation of up to 40 volts on the

first dipole. 
Input Voltage Protection ... . .. .... Up to 1000 volts.
Vp Resolution................... 1 microvolt,
Vp Accuracy................... .0.307o typical; maximum 1 07o over temperature range.
Chargeability Resolution.......... .1 millivolt/volt for Vp greater than 10 millivolts.

0.1 millivolt/volt for Vp greater than 100 millivolts. 
Chargeability Accuracy .. . ... ...... Q.6% typical; maximum 207o for Vp greater than

10 millivolts over temperature range. 
Automatic SP Compensation ....... ± 1 volt with linear drift correction up to

1 millivolt/second. 
Input Impedance ................ 10 megohm.
Sample Rate.................... 10 milliseconds.
Automatic Stacking .............. 1 to 999 cycles.
Synchronization ................ .Minimum primary voltage level of 40 microvolts.
Rejection Filters................. 50 and 60 Hz power line rejection greater than

100dB. 
Grounding Resistance Check.. ..... .0.1 to 128 kilo-ohms.
Compatible Transmitters ......... .Any time domain waveform transmitter with a pulse

duration of 1,2,4 or 8 seconds and a crystal timing
stability of 100 ppm. 

Programmable Parameters ........ Geometric parameters, time parameter, intensity of
current, type of array, line and station number, dipole
length, window width and delay time (mode 2). 

Display ........................ Two-line, 40-character alphanumeric liquid crystal
display protected by an internal heater for low
temperature conditions. 

Memory Capacity ............... .1800 sets of readings.
RS-232CSerial I/O Interface ... . .. . .. 300 to 19,200 baud rate; 7 or 8 data bits; 1 or 2 stop

bits; odd, even, no parity. 
Console Power Supply ........... .Six-1.5V "D" cell alkaline batteries with auto power

save feature; 20 hours of operation at 200C. 
Operating Environmental Range..... -400 C to +600C; O to 1000Xo relative humidity;

weatherproof. 
Weight and Dimensions ........... 8.5 kg. (with batteries), 300 x 200 x 240 mm.
Standard System Complement...... instrument console with carrying strap, batteries, data

transfer cable and operations manual. 
Displayed Parameters............. Primary voltage, partial and total decimalized

chargeabilities, running and cumulative average of
total chargeabilities (in fixed modes), standard
deviation of primary voltage and total chargeability,
self potential, number of cycles, dipole being
measured and contact resistance. 

Available Options ................ Stainless steel transmitting electrodes, copper
sulphate receiving electrodes, alligator clips, bridge
leads, multi dipole wire cable, wire spools and software
programs.

EDA Instruments Inc. 
4 Thorncliffe Park Drive 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M4H1H1 
Telex: 06 23222 EDA TOR 
Cable: EDAINSTRMTS TORONTO 
Telephone (416) 425 7800 
Fax: (416) 425 8135

In USA
EDA Instruments Inc.
9200 E. Mineral Avenue
Suite 370
Englewood, Colorado, U.S.A. 80112
Telephone: (303) 790 2541
Fax: (303) 790 2902

PRINTED IN CANADA
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